Introducing Newly Digitized Fieldwork Records
Finding Aid for Overseas Headquarters 1965-1978 now accessible.

Staff Pick
An Agreement in Ethiopia
How one document opened doors.

Events and Happenings
JDC Archives Series Highlights
JDC's Programs for Children
Diverse group of speakers featured.

Scholar’s Corner
Call for Papers for 2024 Workshop
Diverse group of speakers featured.

Archives Treasure
Scrapbooks and Albums Rehoused
NEH Preservation Assistance Grant outcomes.

Support JDC Archives
Consider becoming a JDC Archives Patron today with a donation of $1,800.

Using the Archives
2023 JDC Archives Fellows Announced
Supporting cutting-edge research in the JDC Archives.

Personal Stories
Seeking Aunt Liz
A JDC kid gets a surprise from the archives.
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As men enlisted to join British forces to defend Palestine during World War II, women were trained to take over the civilian jobs they had left, Tel Aviv, 1942. On the 75th anniversary of Israel's founding, discover JDC's 108+ years of work in Israel.

Have you checked out our Names Index?
Explore your family history! Search over 700,000 names drawn from our historic documents and client lists, with more material added regularly.
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